
Arithmetic Se uences

Figurc it out

Look at these figrres :

How many matchsticks are used in each?

How many matchsticks do we need to make the next figure in this

pattem? (See the section Matchstick math, of the lesson Letter
Math in the Class 6 textbook)

Now look at these:

How many sticks are used in each?

How many sticks do we need to make the next figure?

Agame

This is a game for two. One of the
players begins by saying aloud a

number less than or equal to ten.The
second player adds to this, anumber
less than or equal to ten. Then the
first player makes it still larger by
adding a number less than or equal
to ten. The first to reach hundred
wins.

For example, ifthe first player says

6, the second can make it 16, at the
most. If he actually makes it 16, the
first player can take it upto 26.

There is a scheme by which the first
player can win. What are the
numbers he should say to rnake sure

that he wins? (Think backwards
from 100)
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Circle division

If we choose any two points on a
circle and join them with a line, it
divides the circle into two parts:

Ifwe choose three points instead and
join them with lines, they divide the

circle into four parts :

What ifchoose four points andjoin
every pair?

How about five points?

How many parts do you expect to
get byjoining six points? Check your
guess by drawing a picture.

Can you find out the number of matchsticks in each figure ofthe
pattem below and also how many we need to make the next one?

Numbe rs in order

Let's write down in order, the number of matchsticks used in each

pattem above.

ln the first pattem oftriangles, we have

3,5,1,9,...

In the second pattem ofsquares,

4,1, r0,13, ...



What about the last pattem oftriangles?

3,9,21,45,...

A collection ofnumbers as inthese examples, written in order as

the first, second, third and so on according to a definite rule, is

called a number sequence.

Let's look at some more instances olsuch sequences:

o Suppose we deposit 1000 rupees in a bank and that we get

simple interest at 6% annually. What would be the amount at

the beginning ofeach year?

At the beginning ofthe first year, it is 1000 rupees. At the

beginning ofthe second year, it becomes 1060 rupees. At the

beginning ofthe third year, it becomes 1120 rupees. And this
goes on, right?

That is, we get the sequence

1000, 1060, 1120, 1180,...

What if the interest is compounded arurually?

We get the sequence

1000, 1060, 1124, 1.191, ...

instead.

We know that the speed ofan object falling towards the earth

increases every second by 9.8m/s. Lr other words, for an obj ect

dropped from a height, the speed is 9.8 m/s after the first second,

19.6 m/s after the second second, 29.4 m/s after the third second

and so on. Thus the sequence ofnumbers we get here is

9.8,19.6,29.4,...

What about the total distance this object travels after each

second?

It changes according to the equation, s = 4.9P. So, the total

distance in metres that this object travels in one second, two

seconds, three seconds and so on gives the sequence

4.9,19.6,44.1,...

Different kinds of sequences

The word sequence in ordinary
language means things occurring one

after another, in a definite order. In
mathematics, we use this word to
denote mathematical objects placed

as the first, second, third and so on.

The objects thus ordered need not
always be numbers.

For example, we can have a

sequence ofpolygons as given below:

&ffi&
Or a sequence of polynomials as

1 +x, 1 +x'?. 1 +.t',...

The arrangements of words of a
language in alphabetical order is also

a sequence.

( Arirhnrctic ScqLrcnces !!
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Number sequences arise in any
number of ways. For example, the

digits in the decimal representation of
r in order, gives the sequence

3,1,4,1,5,9,...

There is no simple way to find the
number occuring at a specific position

in this sequence.

In some sequences, the numbers
repeat. For example, the digits inthe

^ t0decrmal representatron ot . wfltlen

in order are

0,9,0,9, ...

Ifwe write out in order the last digits
of the powers 2, 22,23, ...we get the
sequence

2,4,8,6,2,4,8,6, ...

o A tank contains 1000 litres ofwater and it flows out at the rate

of 5 litres per minute. So after one minute, the tank would contain

995 litres, after two minutes, 990 litres and so on. Here, we get

the sequence

1000, 995, 990, 985, ...

Now write down the number sequences got in the instances

described below:

. The perimeters of squares with each side of length I centimetre,

2 centimetres, 3 centimetres and so on. Also, the areas ofthese
squares.

. The sum ofthe interior angles ofpolygons ofsides 3, 4, 5 and so

on. And the sum oftheir exterior angles.

o Multiples of 3

Numbers which leave a remainder I on dividing by 3

Numbers which leave a remainder 2 on dividing by 3

r Natural numbers which end in 1 or 6, written in order. Can you

describe this sequence in any other way?

Adcl ancl go forth

We have seen so many sequences now. Let's have a look at them

all together:

o 3,5,'7,9, ...

c 4,7,10,13, ...

o 3,9,21,45,...

o 1000, 1060, 1120, 1180,...

o 1000, 1060, 1124,ll9l, ...

o 9.8, 19.6, 29.4, 39.2,...

o 4.9, 19.6, 44.1, 78.4,...

o 1000, 995, 990, 985,...

o 4,8, 12,16, ...

c 1,4,9,\6,...



. 180, 360, 540, 720, ...

. 360,360,360,360, ...

. 3,6,9,12,...

o 1,4, 7, 10, ...

. 2,5,8,11,...

. l, 6, 11, 16,...

The sequence 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . is got flom the frst matchstick problem.

Here we need 3 sticks to make the first triangle and to make each

new triangle, we need 2 more sticks.Thus we add 2 to 3, again add

2 to this sum and so on, to get the numbers in the sequence 3, 5, 7,

9,...
What about the second sequence? When we make squares with
matchsticks, we need 4 sticks for the first square and for each new

square, we need 3 more sticks. Thus we start with 4 and add 3

repeatedly to get the sequence 4, 7, 10, 13, . . .

Now look at the next sequence in our list. We need 3 sticks for the

firsttriangle. To make a triangle on each ofits sides, we need 3 x 2

- 6 more sticks; 3 + 6 - 9 sticks in all. Next to make a triangle on

each side ofthis bigger triangle, we need 3 x 4 = 12 more sticks;

which means atotal of 9 + 12=21. Thus in this sequence, we staft

with 3 and continue by first adding 6 ,Ihen 12,then24 and so on.

A sequence which starts with any number and

proceeds by the addition of one number again anct

again, is called an arithmetic sequence or an

ari th metic progress ion.

So, the first two sequences in our list are arithmetic sequences; the

third is not.

Now look at the sequence 1000, 995, 990, . . . Here, the numbers

progressively decrease by 5.

Subtracting 5 can also be described as adding -5, right? So, we

can say that the numbers in this sequence are got by adding -5
again and again. Thus it is also an arithmetic sequence.

What about the sequence 360, 360, 360, . . . , got as the sum ofthe

exterior angles ofpolygons ofincreasing number ofsides? Here we

can say that each number is got by adding 0 repeatedly to 360. So,

it is also an arithmetic sequence.

Natural number sequ€nc€s

Some mathematicians have got
together to collect sequences of
natural numbers arising in various

contexts and put them in the Net. The

result is The Online Encyclopedia of
Integer Sequences available at
http://oeisf.org. It contains about
175,000 sequences.

At the web-page www.research.
att.com/-njas/sequences/index. html,

we can enter a few natural numbers

and get several sequences containing
these numbers in the same order, and

short descriptions of how these
sequences arise.

For example, entering 1, 2,3, 4, 5, 7,

we get 455 different sequences
containing these numbers in this
order. Some of them are:

. 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,e, I l, ll, 16,...
Powers of primes in ascending

order

o 1,2,3,4,5,1,8,9, l,0, l'2,14,...
Natural numbers which give a
prime on multiplying by 6 and

subtracting I

. 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,S, t0, il, 11,...
Numbers which do not have two
consecutive natural numbers
(other than 1) as factors

{{ Alithnrcric SeclLrcnccs }}
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Parallel progression

The vertical lines in the picture are

equally spaced. Can you prove that
their heights are in arithmetic
sequence?

Draw perpendiculars as in the picture

below:

The small right angled triangles got

thus are all congruent. (Why?) So,

their vertical sides are equal. That is,

in the first picture, the heights of
adj acent vertical lines increase by the

same amount. This means the heights

of these lines are in arithrnetic
sequence,

Suppose instead ofvertical lines, we

Are their lengths also in arithmetic
sequence?

Now check which ofthe sequences in our list above are arithmetic
sequences. Then have a look at these problems:

. The multiples of 2, written in order give2,4,6,8, .. . Is this an

arithmetic sequence? What about the powers 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . of
2?

. Dividing the natural numbers by 2, *e get j . r. j . z. ... ts this

ari mithmetic sequence?

. ln the arithmetic sequence got by adding 
a1 

to itselfrepeatedly,

does the number 10 occur anywhere? What about 1 1?

. The reciprocals olthe natr-ral numbers in order gi"e l. l.1....
Is it an arithmetic sequence?

. Write down the sequence ofdifferences (subtracting the larger

liom the smaller) ofconsecutive perfect squarcs. Is it an arithmetic

sequence?

Ac{clition ancl subtraction

Look at the two sequences got from the problems on interest. In
both sequences, the increase in numbers is due to the interest added.

In the case of simple interest, the increase every year is the interest

lbr 1000 rupees (that is, 60 rupees). So, even without any

computation, we can see that the total amounts form an arithmetic

sequence.

What about compound interest? The interest added changes every

year; so the total amounts are not in arithmetic progression.

What about the speed problem? What number should we add to
9.8 to get 19.6?

19.6-9.8=9.8

And what number do we need to add to 19.6 to make it 29.4?

29.4-19.6=9.8

That is, the sequence progresses by the addition of 9.8 itselfat
every stage. So speeds are in arithmetic sequence.

draw slanted lines making the
































